CHARTING COURSES
Problem-solving strategies in maritime heritage

9th EMH International Congress
Errenteria, 22-24/09/2016

ORGANIZERS:

COLLABORATORS:
Wednesday, September 21st
Albaola the Sea Factory of the Basques (Ondartxo 1, 20110 Pasaia San Pedro)

19:00 – 21:00  Meet & Greet
              Information about the Congress
              Informal meal

Thursday, September 22nd
Niessen Cultural Centre (Alfonso XI 10, 20100 Errenteria)

08:30 - 09:30  Registration of participants

09:30 – 10:00  Welcome by Hendrik Boland - President of EMH
               Opening speech by Julen Mendoza, Mayor of Errenteria,
               and by Izaskun Gómez, Mayor of Pasaia
               Welcome by Xabier Agote, Director of Albaola, and Pablo
               Berastegi Director of DSS2016

**Session 1  New insights to interpret maritime heritage**

10:00 – 10:10  Short introduction to the Congress; Frank Ratelband

10:10 - 10:40  **Key-note speech: Sector-factor-vector theory**
               Eva Stegmeijer
               Program secretary of spatial planning and cultural heritage, Cultural Heritage
               Agency of the Netherlands of the Ministry of Education, Culture and
               Science
               In co-operation with Martine van Lier
               Chairman Cultural Council EMH

10:40 - 10:50  **Questions and answers.** Moderator, Frank Ratelband

10:50 - 11:10  Coffee Break

11:10 - 11:40  **Key-note speech: New formulas for a sustainable development of the Basque maritime heritage**
               Denis Itxaso
               Deputy of Culture, Tourism, Youth and Sports,
               Diputación Foral of Gipuzkoa

11:40 - 11:50  **Questions and answers** Frank Ratelband, moderator

11:50 - 12:30  **From the Ameriketak to the San Juan: 20 years developing maritime heritage projects**
               Xabier Agote
               Director of Albaola

12:30 -13:00  **Questions and answers** and **forum** with key-note speakers
               Eva Stegmeijer/Denis Itxaso/Xabier Agote
               Moderator, Frank Ratelband

13:00 - 15:00  Afternoon break
Session 2  Maritime heritage and wider society

15:00 - 16:00  **Inspiring examples and discussion about the 'sector, factor, vector' mode:**

**What means a museum for ship-owners?**
Gerard Martí  
Director of Cambrils History Museum and Vicepresident of the Catalán Maritime Heritage Federation

**How spatial and juridical instruments can be used for the 'sector-factor-vector' approach: some examples from the Netherlands**
Florieke Drenth  
GIS specialist at Waterrecreatie Nederland (Waterways Netherlands)

**A story from Denmark: sustainable maritime heritage**
Mathilde Højrup  
Han Herred Havbåde Association and member Traeskibs Sammenslutning, Denmark

**Revitalizing the community by maritime heritage**
Pádraig O’Duinnin  
Meitheal Mara, Cork, Ireland

16:00 - 17:00  **Forum discussion with session speakers**
Gerard Martí/Florieke Drenth/Mathilde Højrup/Pádraig O’Duinnin  
Moderator, Frank Ratelband

17:00 - 17:30  Coffee break

17:30 - 18:00  Pitches *(see last page)*

18:00 - 19:00  Market: Poster presentations - Film Sessions

19:00 - 23:00  Visit to the Atlantikaldia Festival  
www.atlantikaldia.errrenteria.eus
Friday, September 23rd
Niessen Cultural Centre (Alfonso XI 10, 20100 Erreñeria)

09:00 - 10:00  Film: Apaizac Obeto, the voyage of the last whaleboat

Session 3  Ships in operation

10:00 - 11:00  Challenges of combining ‘use’ and ‘preservation’ of heritage:

Safety Rules
Thomas Hoppe
Chairman Safety Council EMH and Vice-President of Gemeinsame Kommission für Historische Wasserfahrzeuge GSHW, Germany

The use of complementary measures to achieve standard safety regulations: the case study of the San Juan
Ander Lasa
Naval engineer in charge of the relationships with the Directorate-General for Merchant Shipping

11:00 - 11:30  Coffee break

11:30 - 12:00  European projects
Ivan Matić
Member of the European Parliament and Project manager of the Parliamentary Intergroup for Seas, Rivers, Islands and Coastal Areas – Campaign MedFish4Ever

12:00 -13:00  Forum discussion with session speakers
Thomas Hoppe/Tonino Picula/Ander Lasa/Ivan Matić
Moderator, Frank Ratelband

13:00 - 15:00  Afternoon break
Session 4  Protecting that what we cannot hold

15:00 - 16:00  **Intangible maritime heritage**
A view on maritime heritage within the activities of UNESCO
Maider Koro Maraña
Co-ordinator of the UNESCO Chair of Cultural Landscapes and Heritage
(University of the Basque Country)

**Nordic clinker boat traditions on UNESCO's list of the intangible cultural heritage of humanity**
Merete Ettrup (on behalf of Tore Friss-Olsen)
Business manager of Træskibs Sammenslutningen/Organisational advisor Forbundet KYSTEN, Norway

**Plan for intangible maritime heritage charter**
Martine van Lier
Chairperson of the Cultural Council of EMH

**Cultural tourism and craftsmanship**
Fernando Nebreda
Manager of Oarsoaldea

16:00 – 17:00  **Forum discussion** with session speakers
Maider Koro Maraña/Merete Ettrup/Martine van Lier/
Fernando Nebreda
Moderator, Frank Ratelband

17:00 - 18:00  Pitches (see last page)

18:00 - 18:30  Coffee break

Session 5

18:30 – 19:00  **Conclusions**
Frank Ratelband, Hendrik Boland, Luc Brugman

20:00 – 22:00  **Official Dinner**

Visit to the Atlantikaldia Festival
www.atlantikaldia.errrenteria.eus
Saturday, September 24th
Albaola the Sea Factory of the Basques (Ondartxo 1, 20110 Pasaia San Pedro)

09:00 - 10:00  General Assembly of EMH

10:00 - 11:30  Guided tour to the San Juan whaling ship + exhibition

Session 6

11:30 - 12:30  Ship's replicas*
(*no translations, only in English)

San Juan; rediscovery of whaling heritage
Xabier Agote
Director of Albaola

Safety regulations for replicas; report of Baltic Sail Conference, Gdask, 29 June-1 July
Hendrik Boland
President of EMH

Research first!
Lars Kröger
Researcher at Deutsches Schifffahrtsmuseum, Bremerhaven, Germany

Replica? what for?
Enrique Lekuona
Naval engineer

16:00 – 17:00  Forum discussion with session speakers
Xabier Agote/Hendrik Boland/Lars Kröger/Enrique Lekuona
Moderator, Frank Ratelband
List of pitches and schedule

Thursday, September 22nd

17:30  Spanish inland watercrafts: a maritime tradition away from the shore  
José Manuel Matés Luque

17:40  Break the anchor  
João Bentes

17:50  The creation of an archive of electronic and print media with ethno-graphic materials and documents relating to the Septarian Package and its associated metrological and coordinate system  
Roslyn M. Frank

18:00  The challenge of protecting the floating heritage: a case study in Majorca  
Bernat Oliver

18:10  5th Centenary of the First World Circumnavigation Project: The Basque Contribution to the Magalhaes-Elcano expedition  
Getaria Council

Friday, September 23rd

17:00  Plan of recovery of the Mutiozabal boatyard and proposal of use  
Beñat Ibaïeta

17:10  Fishery heritage: the Workum experience  
Thedo Fruithof

17:20  Religion and sea: an example of intangible heritage  
Anna Schroeder

17:30  Comparative analysis of life cycle between the hull of a wooden boat and the hull of a polyester boat  
Azahara Soilán

17:40  Film: The Baltic Voyage 2016*  
Odd Nordahl-Hansen

*Duration of about 34 minutes